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DSL Network Architectures

This chapter provides a brief overview of available asymmetric DSL (ADSL) architecture options
typical ADSL service architecture is illustrated in Figure 2-1. In the architecture illustrated, the netw
consists of Customer Premise Equipment (CPE), the Network Access Provider (NAP) and the Net
Service Provider (NSP).

CPE refers to an end-user workstations (such as a PC) together with an ADSL modem or ADSL
terminating unit router (ATU-R). The NAP provides ADSL line termination by using DSL access
multiplexers (DSLAMs). The DSLAM forwards traffic to the local access concentrator, which is us
for Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) tunneling and Layer 3 termination. From the Layer 2 Tunneling
Protocol Access Concentrator (LAC), services extend over the ATM core to the NSP.

Figure 2-1 Overview of a DSL network deployment including CPE, NAP and NSP components
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Technology Overview
In this section some of the major DSL architectures are briefly addressed. The order of the architec
presented is from the most simplistic (bridging based) to the most robust and scalable (PPP based
general design scheme are described:

• Integrated Routing and Bridging (IRB)/RFC 1483 Bridging

• Routed Bridge Encapsulation (RBE)

• Point-to-Point Protocol over ATM (PPPoA)

• Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE)

• Service Selection Gateway (SSG)

Integrated Routing and Bridging (IRB)/RFC 1483 Bridging
The RFC 1483 bridging architecture is very simple to understand and implement. An ATU-R acts
bridge between the Ethernet and the wide-area networking (WAN) side. As a result, it requires min
configuration.

With RFC 1483 bridging, CPE 802.3 Ethernet frames are segmented into asynchronous transfer
(ATM) cells through ATM adaptation layer 5 (AAL5). The receiving equipment is notified of the typ
of protocol segmented into to cells because the standard calls appending logical link
control/subnetwork access protocol (LLC/SNAP) information to the 802.3 frame before its segme
into the ATM cells. This enables the node route processor (NRP) in the 6400 to determine which
protocols are embedded within the ATM cells. This also allows for multiprotocol support for the
subscriber. Since the bridge is in bridging mode, it does not care what upper layer protocols are
encapsulated.

Figure 2-2 illustrates a typical RFC 1483-based architecture.

Figure 2-2 RFC1483 Bridging (IRB) Architecture Example
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Design Considerations

Some of the key points of this architecture that needs to be kept in mind while designing a DSL sol
with IRB.

• Simple configuration

• No security for access

• Users in a bridge group (broadcast storms)

• Security by filtering

• Unable to limit devices or a location

Various other implementation aspects to consider include:

• Nature of subscribes, such as residential or small office/home office (SOHO)

• Services offered by NSP

• Type of billing

• Typical data volume, peak load timing variations, etc.

Security is the principal concern with an RFC 1483 architecture because bridging is vulnerable  IP
hijacking. This security problem can be solved by using separatebridge groupsper user. This approach
is not optimal because the Cisco IOS has a bridge group limitation of 255. A more scalable solu
would be to have the users coming to different multipoint subinterfaces and belonging to the sam
bridge group. Users in the same bridge group would not be able to see each other.

The RFC 1483 bridging model more suitable for smaller Internet service providers (ISPs) and corp
access networks where scalability is not an issue. Due to security and scalability issues bridging-
DSL architectures are losing popularity. NSPs and ISPs are migrating to Point-to-Point Protocol
ATM (PPPoA) or Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) which are scalable and secure,
more complex to implement.

Note IRB (RFC 1483-based bridging) strategies are not a recommended architecture and
customers using IRB are encouraged to migrate to Routed Bridge Encapsulation (RBE) or
one of the PPP-based protocols.
2-3
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Node Route Processor (NRP) Configuration

The following is an example minimum configuration to bring up RFC 1483 bridging (IRB) on the NR
The configuration reflects a typical IRB setup where a Bridge Group Virtual Interface (BVI) provi
Layer 3 connectivity for a bridge group.

!
bridge irb
bridge 1 protocol ieee
 bridge 1 route ip
!
interface ATM0/0/0.132 point-to-point
 description PC6, RFC1483 Bridging
 no ip directed-broadcast
 pvc 1/32
  encapsulation aal5snap
 !
 bridge-group 1
!
interface BVI 1
 ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
!

Routed Bridge Encapsulation (RBE)
Routed bridge encapsulation (RBE) was designed to address disadvantages of IRB, such as br
storms and security, while providing ease of implementation.

With RBE, when an NRP receives RFC 1483 packets, the packets are not bridged but instead r
based on IP header information. This happens without the need for a bridge virtual interface. Fo
packets coming in from the ISP side to the CPE, the NRP makes routing decision based on the
destination. If no address resolution protocol (ARP) information is present, the NRP sends out an
request to the destination interface.

One of the main advantages of RBE is its ease of migration from IRB. Configuration on the ATU-
the same.

It also resolves the security issues associated with IRB and RBE does not suffer from the numb
bridge group limitation.

Figure 2-3 illustrates a typical RBE network architecture.
2-4
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Figure 2-3 Route Bridge Encapsulation Architecture Example

Design Considerations

Most of the design/implementation consideration are the same as with the IRB architecture. Ho
security is enhanced and better performance results because each subinterface is treated as a rou

With RBE, a single virtual circuit (VC) is assigned a route, a set of routes, or acider block. As a result,
the trusted environment is reduced to a single CPE represented by one of these. The NAP/NSP co
the addresses used by the CPE by configuring a IP subnet on the subinterface. This allows the NAP
to control the number of users attached to the ATU-R.

RBE is only supported on point-to-point subinterfaces. The interfaces can be numbered or unnum

In the case of unnumbered interfaces there can be a situation in which multiple subinterfaces us
same numbered interface (such as Ethernet0/0/0 172.10.10.0). In this case all the subscribers b
these subinterfaces will be in the same subnet. In order to create a mapping between the subscrib
the ATM subinterface, you must add static hosts routes. Please see configuration provided in th
following NRP Configuration. section

Note New Feature in 12.1(1) DC1: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol Relay for
Unnumbered Interfaces Using ATM RBE

Note Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Relay now supports unnumbered
interfaces using ATM RBE. DHCP Relay automatically adds a static host route specifying
the unnumbered interface as the outbound interface.
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Note DHCP Relay can also now use theip dhcp databaseglobal configuration command. This
optional command allows the DHCP Relay to save route information to a TFTP, FTP, or
RCP server for recovery after reloads.

NRP Configuration

The following is an example minimum configuration to bring up RBE on the NRP. The only spec
command needed isatm route-bridged ip interface on the ATM subinterfaces on which the user VC
are configured. In this example, static routes to the user are implemented. These routes are not re
with Cisco IOS Release 12.1(1) DC1 or later which include the new featureDynamic Host
Configuration Protocol Relay for Unnumbered Interfaces Using ATM RBE.

!
interface Loopback0
 ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
!
!
interface ATM0/0/0.132 point-to-point
 ip unnumbered Loopback0
 atm route-bridged ip
 pvc 1/32
  encapsulation aal5snap
 !
!
interface ATM0/0/0.133 point-to-point
 ip unnumbered Loopback0
 atm route-bridged ip
 pvc 1/33
  encapsulation aal5snap
 !
!
!
ip route 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.255 ATM0/0/0.132
ip route 192.168.1.3 255.255.255.255 ATM0/0/0.133
!

Point-to-Point Protocol over ATM (PPPoA)
PPPoA was primarily implemented as part of ADSL. It relies on RFC 1483, operating in either
LLC/SNAP or VC-Mux mode. The ATU-R encapsulates IP packets into PPP frames and then segm
them into ATM cells via AAL5. The PPP link is terminated at the NRP and the originating workstatio
IP packet is routed to its final destination through the service provider of choice. The NRP typica
uses aRemote Authentication Dial-in User Service(RADIUS) server to authenticate and authorize th
user, although this can be done within the router. DHCP servers are used to assign the IP addres
user, although this could also be done within the router.

A PPPoA implementation involves configuring the ATU-R with PPP authentication information (lo
and password). This is the main advantage of this architecture over IRB or RBE implementations
provides for per session Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA).

DHCP withNetwork Address Translation (NAT) can be used at the ATU-R. Implementing DHCP an
NAT allows service providers to allocate a single IP address per CPE. This in turn performs NAT
Protocol Address Translation (PAT) for the end users. This architecture also offers ease of trouble
shooting as the NSP can easily check which subscriber is on/off based on the PPP session.
2-6
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Figure 2-4 illustrates an example PPPoA network architecture.

Figure 2-4 PPPoA Architecture Example

Design Considerations

Some of the key attributes of this architecture to consider when designing a DSL solution with PP
are as follows:

• Security validation per user

• DHCP server capability

• IP address pooling

• Service selection capability

The user login information is configured on the CPE which leads to a single PPP session per VC.
the user has access to a single set of services.

Various other implementation aspects that needs to be considered are nature of subscriber (res
or SOHO), services offered by NSP, type of billing, termination point of PPP, NAT performed at 
CPE or the NRP, typical data volume etc.

The number of PPP sessions per NRP is very high which makes PPPoA very scalable.

Following resource restrictions can help in designing the network.

• PPP sessions: 2000 per NRP (or 14000 per Cisco 6400 with 7 NRPs per Cisco 6400)

• Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) tunnels: 300 per NRP

Note These numbers will change with the upcoming releases.
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There are various ways to reach a service destination when implementing PPPoA. Examples in

• L2TP Tunnels

• Terminating PPP sessions at the service provider

• Service Selection Gateway (SSG)

Termination of PPP at the point of aggregation is most common. The NRP authenticates the subs
using local or RADIUS authentication. The CPE receives the IP address using IP Control Protoc
(IPCP). The NRP performs NAT if the IP pool consists of illegal (local) IP addresses.

In L2TP architecture the PPP sessions are not terminated at the aggregation, but rather tunneled
upstream termination point (SP or corporate net) using L2TP or Layer 2 Forwarding Protocol (L2F
this model the LAC authentication is based on domain name and the user gets authenticated at
termination end. Thus the user can access one destination at a time and would have to change
domain name on the CPE to change end destinations.

SSG providesone-to-many mapping of services as opposed to theone-to-one mapping provided in
tunneling. With SSG, the subscriber accesses the services using the web-based Service Select
Dashboard (SSD). The user can select one or many services on the fly using the SSD.

In summary PPPoA is becoming thearchitecture of choicebecause of its scalability, security and SSG
support.

NRP Configuration

This PPPoA configurations has four basic tasks:

• ATM PVC (user stream)

• Appropriate atm encapsulation

• Virtual template

• AAA configurations

PPPoA is supported foraal5mux, aal5snap, aal5ciscoppp andaal5autoppp encapsulations
(aal5autoppp is for auto detect PPPoX deployments).
2-8
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The following is an example minimum configuration to bring up PPPoA on the NRP. The configura
example is for the network shown in Figure 2-4.

!
aaa new-model
aaa authentication login default none
aaa authentication ppp default local group radius
aaa authorization network default local group radius none
aaa accounting network default wait-start group radius
!
!
interface ATM0/0/0.1 point-to-point
 pvc 1/31
  encapsulation aal5mux ppp Virtual-Template1
 !
!
interface ATM0/0/0.2 point-to-point
 pvc 1/32
  encapsulation aal5mux ppp Virtual-Template1
!
!
interface Virtual-Template1
 description PPPoATM
 ip unnumbered FastEthernet0/0/0
 peer default ip address pool dsl
 ppp authentication pap
!
ip local pool dsl 192.168.40.20 192.168.40.50
!
!
radius-server host 192.168.2.20 auth-port 1645 acct-port 1646
radius-server key cisco
!

Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE)
In the PPPoE architecture, an ATU-R acts as an Ethernet-to-WAN bridge and the PPP session i
established between the end user’s PC and the access concentrator (the NRP). RFC 2516 deta
point-to-point session establishment protocol.

PPPoE requires PPP client software such as Windows PPP over Ethernet Client Software Appli
(WINPoET) to be installed on each PC on the subscriber side. The client initiates a PPP sessio
encapsulating PPP frames into a MAC frame and then bridging the frame (over ATM/DSL) to the
gateway router (NRP). From this point, the PPP sessions can be established, authenticated, add
etc. The client receives its IP address using IPCP from the PPP termination point (NRP).

Figure 2-5 illustrates an example PPPoE network architecture.

Note PPPoE is currently only supported with Cisco Express Forwarding (CEF) switching.

Note PPPoE provides all the benefits of PPPoA, for example per session AAA, SSG
functionality, security etc.
2-9
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Figure 2-5 PPPoE Architecture Example

Design Considerations

In general, the design considerations for PPPoA apply to a PPPoE architecture as well. In orde
in compliance with the RFC 2516, IP maximum transmission unit (MTU) must be specified as 149
the PPPoEvirtual-template  configuration on the NRP.

In order to control the number of users on the subscriber’s side, you can implement the followin
session limiting global configuration commands:

• pppoe limit per-mac— To limit the number of PPP over Ethernet sessions that can originate fr
a single MAC address.

• pppoe limit per-vc—To limit the number of PPPoE sessions that can be established on a VC

Each of these commands was first introduced with Cisco IOS 12.0(3)DC. For more information,
to the following feature module:

• http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/product/software/ios120/120newft/120limit/120dc/120
/pppoe.htm

Note Cisco 827 can be used to initiate PPPoE session from the CPE.
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NRP Configuration

The following is an example minimum configuration to bring up PPPoE on the NRP. This configura
example is for the network shown inFigure 2-5. PPPoE has all the same configuration tasks as PP
but also includes the configuration of avpdn group with protocol identified as PPPoE. PPPoE is
supported for aal5snap and aal5autoppp encapsulations (aal5autoppp is for auto detect PPP ov
deployments),

aaa new-model
aaa authentication login default none
aaa authentication ppp default local group radius
aaa authorization network default local group radius none
aaa accounting network default wait-start group radius
!
vpdn enable
no vpdn logging
!
vpdn-group 1
 accept-dialin
  protocol pppoe
  virtual-template 1
!
interface ATM0/0/0.132 point-to-point
 pvc 1/32
  encapsulation aal5snap
  protocol pppoe
 !
!
interface Virtual-Template1
 ip unnumbered FastEthernet0/0/0
 no ip route-cache cef
 peer default ip address pool pppoe-pool
 ppp authentication pap
!
ip local pool pppoe-pool 192.168.1.10 192.168.1.50
!
radius-server host 192.168.2.20 auth-port 1645 acct-port 1646
radius-server key cisco
!

Service Selection Gateway (SSG)
SSG is a Layer 2 and Layer 3 solution for DSL that provides RADIUS authentication and accou
for user interactive policy routing to different IP destinations (services). Using the Service Selec
Dashboard (SSD), a user selects from a predetermined list of services for which they are autho
access.

Note The Cisco SSD functionality discussed throughout this document is available only with
the NRP-SSG with Web Selection product.

Figure 2-6 illustrates an example SSD-based SSG network environment.
2-11
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Figure 2-6 Service Selection Gateway

SSD/SSG operates as follows:

1. The user opens an HTML browser and accesses the URL of the Cisco SSD, a web server
application. The Cisco SSD forwards user login information to the NRP-SSG, which forwards
information to the AAA server.

2. If the user is not valid, the AAA server sends an Access-Reject message.

3. If the user is valid, the AAA server sends an Access-Accept message with information specif
the user's profile about which services the user is authorized to use. The NRP-SSG logs the u
creates a host object in memory, and sends the response to the Cisco SSD.

4. Based on the contents of the Access-Accept response, the Cisco SSD presents a dashboar
of services that the user is authorized to use, and the user selects one or more of the service
NRP-SSG then creates an appropriate connection for the user and starts RADIUS accounti
the connection.

Note When a non-Point-to-Point Protocol (non-PPP) user, such as in a bridged
networking environment, disconnects from a service without logging off, the
connection remains open and the user will be able to access the service again
without going through the logon procedure. This is because no direct connection
(PPP) exists between the subscribers and the NRP-SSG. To prevent non-PPP users
from being logged on to services indefinitely, be sure to configure the
Session-Timeout and/or Idle-Timeout RADIUS attributes.
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Design Considerations

NRP-SSG supports the following capabilities:

• Pass through

• Proxy

• Transparent pass through

• Multicast

• PPP termination aggregation packet forwarding services

Details are available at:

• http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/product/software/ios120/120newft/120limit/120dc/120
/ssgfm.htm

The next hop gateway attribute is used to specify the next hop key for a service. Each NRP-SSG
its own next hop gateway table that associates this key with an actual IP address.

Note This attribute overrides the IP routing table for packets destined to a service.

When using a PPPoE client, then the user SSD login name must be same as the PPPoE user login
A host object with username and password is created when a PPPoE session is terminated at th
The same attributes are used by SSG to log the user into SSD.

If the CPE is configured with PPPoA and PAT, then the user SSD login name must be same as th
user login name configured on the CPE. With PAT configured on the CPE, only one user should be
the SSD because with NAT/PAT the NRP/SSG sees only one source IP coming in from the CPE

With a transparent pass through filter configure, as soon as a user logs into the SSD, the user will
off from the services configured in the transparent pass through filter. One way to get around this
configure Auto login services that are same as those supported by the transparent pass through

NRP Configuration

In the following example SSD and RADIUS are running on the same system

!
aaa new-model
aaa authentication login default local group radius
aaa authentication login console local
aaa authentication ppp default local group radius
aaa authorization network default local group radius
aaa accounting network default start-stop group radius
enable password cisco
!
ssg enable
ssg default-network 192.168.1.85  255.255.255.255
ssg service-password cisco
ssg radius-helper auth-port 1645 acct-port 1646
ssg radius-helper key cisco
!
radius-server host 192.168.1.85  auth-port 1645 acct-port 1646
radius-server timeout 60
radius-server deadtime 2
radius-server key cisco
!

2-13
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The following is a sample SSD configuration fragment:

AUTHENTICATE_GUEST_TUNNEL=off
AUTHENTICATE_GUEST_PROXY=off
GUEST_USERNAME=guest
REAUTHENTICATE=on
GUEST_PASSWORD=password
GUEST_LOGONS=on

[ADMIN]
LOGIN_NAME=root
PASSWORD*=admin
[MESSAGING_SERVICE]
PORT=9902
DEBUG_MESSAGE_SERVER=1
MAX_MESSAGE_TIME_TO_LIVE=120
MAX_OUTSTANDING_MESSAGES_PER_USER=10
IPADDRESS=192.168.11.10 <<<<< IP address of SSD Server
MAX_OUTSTANDING_MESSAGES=10000

 [AAA_PRIMARY]
PORT=1645
SHAREDSECRET=cisco
SERVICE_GROUP_PASSWORD=cisco
TIMEOUTINSECONDS=10
IPADDRESS=192.168.11.10 <<<<<< IP address of Merit Radius Server
PACKETRETRY=5

[AAA_SECONDARY]
PORT=1645
SHAREDSECRET=cisco
SERVICE_GROUP_PASSWORD=cisco
TIMEOUTINSECONDS=10
IPADDRESS=192.168.11.10 <<<<<< IP address of Merit Radius Server
PACKETRETRY=5

[SSG]
PORT=1645
SHAREDSECRET=cisco
TIMEOUTINSECONDS=10
IPADDRESS=192.168.11.3 <<<<<< IP address of 6400 NRP E0
PACKETRETRY=5
2-14
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RADIUS Configuration

###### SSG user profiles

user1   Password = "cisco"
        Service-Type = Framed-User,
  Account-Info = "Nvideo-city",
        Account-Info = "Nnapster-mp3",

###### SSG service profiles

# SSG Video-City Service profile.
video-city Password = "cisco", Service-Type = Outbound
         Service-Info = "IVideo-City",
         Service-Info = "R192.168.5.0;255.255.255.0",
         Service-Info = "MC",
         Service-Info = "TP"

# SSG Napster-MP3 Service profile.
napster-mp3 Password = "cisco", Service-Type = Outbound
         Service-Info = "INapster-MP3",
         Service-Info = "R192.168.6.0;255.255.255.0",
         Service-Info = "MC",
         Service-Info = "TP"

Refer to the following document for more configuration details:

• http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/product/software/ios120/120newft/120limit/120dc/120
/ssgfm.htm

Redundancy Design Considerations
Reduced downtime and increased availability are the chief concerns in DSL network design. Th
network should be designed such that subscribers see the benefits of this “always on” service. Tab
maps potential failure points to the kinds of considerations (if any) to weigh in building redundancy
a DSL network.

Table 2-1 DSL Network Redundancy Considerations

Potential Point of Failure Redundancy Considerations

Customer Premise
Equipment (CPE)

A Cisco 6xx is a CPE router, which is either routing or bridging traffic
between the Ethernet and the WAN link. There is not much redundanc
support present or needed at the CPE since it provides connectivity to
single subscriber. For SOHO implementations, redundancy can be
provided by using two DSL lines.

CPE to Central Office
(CO) link

The link between the end stations (such as a home) to CO is assumed to
secure and reliable and is maintained by the Telco.
2-15
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Redundancy Design Constraints
Deployment of a high-availability solutions involves a number of constraints to consider when
assessing any redundancy-base implementation. Three key considerations include:

• Human intervention is required for redundant chassis approach as explained in Chassis
Redundancy, page 3-7.

• The access path from CPE to the DSLAM (single pair of twisted copper) is not covered in a
redundancy solution.

• The NSP path downstream form the aggregation switch is not covered by a redundancy solu

DSL Access Multiplexer
(DSLAM)

Cisco 61xx and Cisco 62xx nodes are key components as they aggreg
hundreds (thousand if subtending is used) of subscribers. Chassis/syst
redundancy is not available at this point.

Thebackup chassisapproach can be used to achieve minimum downtime
and high availability. Refer to the “Chassis Redundancy” section on
page 3-7 for implementation details. Some issues to consider when
assessing such a solution include the following:

ATU-C Issues

• ATU-C modem card redundancy is needed.

• Software support is not available. The document will be updated wit
the IOS release version when that information is available.

Network Interface Issues

• Physical support for a backup network interface slot is available.

• Software support is not available. The document will be updated wit
the IOS release version when that information is available.

Cisco 6400 Chassis/system redundancy is not available at this point.

Thebackup chassisapproach can be used to achieve minimum downtime
and high availability. Refer to the “Chassis Redundancy” section on
page 3-7 for implementation details.

Some issues to consider when assessing such a solution include the
following.:

• NSP—See the “Node Switch Processor (NSP)” section on page 3-5
for implementation details.

• NRP—See the “Node Route Processor (NRP)” section on page 3-5
for implementation details.

• Node Line Card (NLC)—See the “Node Line Card (NLC)” section
on page 3-6 for implementation details.

Table 2-1 DSL Network Redundancy Considerations

Potential Point of Failure Redundancy Considerations
2-16
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